How to Write a Paper for Publication: A Few Tips from an Editor

**When:** Wednesday, February 11, 2009  
**Time:** 12:05 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.  
**Where:** Health Sciences Education Building, Room 2110  
**Who:** Suzanne W. Fletcher, MD, MSc  
**What:** Library and Information Technology Forum

**Program Description**  
Suzanne W. Fletcher, MD, MSc, will share her experiences and suggestions on "How to Write a Paper for Publication: A Few Tips from an Editor." As a former editor of *Annals of Internal Medicine*, Dr. Fletcher has four simple tips for authors:

- employ strategies for getting noticed  
- provide a meaningful article title  
- write an informative structured abstract  
- use good figures.

Dr. Fletcher will fill in the details to help you successfully navigate the publishing maze.

**Presenter**  
**Suzanne W. Fletcher,** MD, MSc, is Professor Emerita of Ambulatory Care and Prevention at Harvard Medical School, Adjunct Professor of Epidemiology at the University of North Carolina School of Public Health and Adjunct Professor at UNC School of Medicine. Dr. Fletcher was founding co-editor (with Robert H. Fletcher, MD, MSc) of the *Journal of General Internal Medicine*. From 1990-1994 she was co-editor of *Annals of Internal Medicine.*

**Light refreshments will be served!**

Co-sponsored by the Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library and the Media-On-Demand Committee

For more information contact Jeanne Le Ber at 801-585-6744 or email jeanne.leber@utah.edu  
[http://library.med.utah.edu/or/lift/lift.php](http://library.med.utah.edu/or/lift/lift.php)